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'We deliver what we promise'

A reporter takes the Scientology test
The Church of Scientology offers a free personality evaluation to persons interested in its counseling
services. Valley News staff writer Brian Alexander
took the test at the Sherman Oaks Scientology center, posing as a college student and using an assumed name. As the second segment of a four-part
series on the church, he tells what happened.
By BRIAN ALEXANDER

The Church of Scientology's free personality test
is like a warm handshake, but the grip is too tight.
The counselor who evaluates a potential
parishioner's answers to a 200-item questionnaire
deftly turns an insightful psychological dialogue into a high pressure sales pitch.
Some critics of Scientology say the church's counseling techniques are over-rated and over-priced.
Some say it's hard to say no to the minister's hard
sell, that once you're drawn into the web of courses
and counseling offered by the church, the exit is well
hidden. In an effort to find out, a reporter posed as a
college student and took the test.
"Is your life a constant struggle for survival? " asks
the questionnaire, which visitors to any of several
storefront Scientology centers may complete on the
premises or take home and mail in.
"Are you so sure of yourself that it sometimes
annoys others''"'
"Do you sometimes throw things away and then
find that you need them?"
"Would you make the necessary action to kill an
animal in order to put it out of pain 7 "
After the test is scored by a counselor, the receptionist calls the applicant to arrange an appointment
to discuss the results. In this instance, the reporter's
counselor is a 47-year-old minister named Mike.
Mike ushers the reporter into a tiny office and
closes the door. He asks how the applicant learned of
Scientology, whatattracted him to it, whether he has
any questions. He listens attentively, and answers
questions thoroughly.

The minister than places a piece of paper on the
small desk, facing the reporter. On it is a graph which
supposedly represents the results of the questionnaire. This is the "Oxford Capacity Analysis," which
psychology and psychiatry association spokesmen
are later to tell the reporter they have never heard of.
Mike makes overall comments before evaluating
each part of the graph specifically. Many of his observations seem insightful and accurate. He says such
things as:
"Here I see that you're an extremely active
person," or, "You're a fairly aggressive person but
your activity level is higher so you are what we call
'dispersed.'"
He solicits feedback from the reporter. Sometimes,
when the reporter balks at a particular interpretation, Mike apologizes for "misreading" the chart. He
revises his evaluation.
The chart deals in quantities such as "reliability,"
"composure" and "friendliness." When Mike points
to the part of the graph indicating an extreme
"unhappiness" (too extreme, the reporter feels), he
asks what is causing the condition. He suggests
various alternatives, based on points he has made
earlier and to which the reporter has agreed.
Mike narrows the discussion to one specific cause
for the alleged depression, carefully seeking agreement from the reporter at each step of the rationale.
While each step of the progression is accurate, the
reporter feels that the overall trend is simplistic and
inaccurate. He says so, and Mike patiently retraces
the earlier logic. When he has finished, he asks how
it can be interpreted otherwise.
"Now the question is," he asks, "do you want to do
something about it?"
He produces a loose-leaf binder and opens it to a
page describing several benefits guaranteed by a
Scientology course in personal communications.
The benefits include acceptance and control of personal relationships.

The reporter asks if, given the variety of the
human species, the results can be so certain. Mike
turns to a page containing a small photograph of the
church's founder, L. Ron Hubbard, and a Hubbardism in large print: "We deliver what we promise."
The minister emphasizes the point, repeating it
aloud and pointing to the page. Then he describes
the course briefly: Two weeks long, three hours each
weekday evening, seven hours each weekend day.
The cost is $50. The class involves reading two books
and engaging in a variety of communications drills
with other students.
"It's fun," he promises.
He places a contract on the table while the reporter
is still mulling it over. All during the pitch, the
reporter has remained hesitant, raising several
objections: He'd like to think over, talk to a friend
about it; the time commitment may be a problem.
Mike dismisses each objection briskly, even revising the schedule so that one weekend day is left free.
He warns against letting the "problem" go, and accuses the reporter of dealing with the decision too
intellectually — one of the failings "revealed" by the
test.
As the reporter assigns his assumed name to the
form, Mike casually asks whether he will pay by
check or cash. Having already told the minister he is
subsisting on a student loan, the reporter asks to be
allowed to pay on the evening of the class, the following Thursday.
Mike seems disturbed. "It makes it more real for
you if you pay now," he says. "More real for you and
for us, because we have to schedule these things."
It is a Friday, about 4:30 p.m. The reporter insists
he has only enough money for weekend activities.
Finally, Mike suggests a deposit. How much can the
young man spare as a deposit on the $50 fee?
"Gee," replies the reporter, "I can reaHy only spare
about five bucks or so, hardly anything. Otherwise
I'll be broke for the weekend." Besides, he says, his
wallet is in the car.

"You could go to your car," Mike says.
The reporter suggests he be allowed to bring in the
money on Monday. Mike is hesitant. "It makes it
more real, that's all," he says. He looks at his watch.
Can the young man still get to the bank before it
closes?
The reporter says his bank is located in Hollywood,
a half-hour drive away. Mike gives in. The young
man can bring the money in on Monday.
The young man never returns.
On the evening of the first class, Mike calls the
reporter at home. He asks if the reporter will be
coming to class. He asks why not. He listens as the
reporter says he felt pressured, that Mike was not
responsive to his need for time to think about the
course.
Mike apologizes. "Sometimes I get a little carried
away," he says, "but you know I don't get anything
out of this. It all goes to the church."
The reporter thanks Mike for apologizing.
"This is it, then?" Mike asks. Yes, the reporter
replies. They thank each other, and hang up.
(Tomorrow; More inside information, from past
and present members of the church. The pressure
grows with time, in the ranks of Scientology.)

YOU CAN LOSE 25 TO 30
POUNDS THE FIRST MONTH, THEN

16 TO 20 POUNDS A MONTH
THEREAFTER. BUT YOU SHOULD
NOT DO IT YOURSELF.
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You do it by
PROTEIN
SPARING
MODIFIED FAST
(popularly known
as PSF, .or the "Last
Chance Diet" method)—a safe nutritional
regimen and behavioral
counseling taken under
strict supervision of Dr.
James J. Julian, M.D., a
physician skilled in administering this type of
program for over 20
years. PSF ... a medical
program that can make
you obtain and maintain
an ideal body weight. But
you should not do it yourself!

More than beauty

A little hairspray on brush
will remove that electricity
By BETSY VON FURSTENBERG

Q. My hair has so much electricity, I can't control it.
What can I do? — C. P., Seattle, Wash.
A. Use hairspray on your brush before you brush
your hair If you don't have hairspray handy, dampen your brush or comb slightly.
^
Q. What is the best cosmetic care for aged, wrinkled skm? — F. R., Chicago, 111.
A The less make-up you use the better. Try a
moisturizer that really sinks in (remove any excess),
some loose power, a colorwash—which I think is the
most natural rouge you can use, becoming lipstick
that is not too vivid, and subtle eye make-up. The
older you get the more important a healthy glow is,
so exercise your circulation.
Q. I get whiteheads all the time on my face. How
can I prevent them? I am afraid of not using a moisturizer as my skin will get too dry.
A. If you have whiteheads, they come from too
much grease or moisturizer Do not put any moisturizer on the places they appear. Be sure to clean your

face meticulously. Put an astringent on your face
when it becomes greasy, and don't sleep with anything on your face at all.
Q. I have a tiny bathroom and I was wondering if
you had any ideas of how I could make it a little more
luxurious looking?
A. Definitely. You can mirror one wall. If it's too
expensive to use plain mirror and have it professionally installed, you can buy strips of mirrored squares
(which come by the yard) that you can apply yourself. Or you could use a pretty wallpaper that has a
gloss such as the Portuguese tile paper.
Plants do well in the bathroom. Hide clutter, but
whatever is seen should be decorative — an enormous shell, a marvelous sponge. If you can afford it,
carpet the floor.
If you've a question or a problem about beauty,
write to me, care of the Valley News. Others may
share your problems and find my suggestions helpful.

What's new

The tote is tan lightweight parachute nylon in a
duffel shape with the YSL logo and leather trim, and
it's 14 inches long, seven inches in diameter. Perfect
for an overnight trip or a quick swim at the club
during lunch. At YSL counters in fine stores.
Bevillon, the Parisian fashion house of renown
since 1723. will introduce the first true perfume
created for men in modern times this November.
Revillon Parfum Pour Homme will premier in
America at Saks Fifth Avenue and will be priced at
S75 an our.ce. It is a stonger version of Revillon Pour
Homme fragrance already on the market and its
major attribute will be longevity.

Summer Family Holidays Are Over
Now It's Time For Your

PERSONAL BEAUTY HOLIDAY

Artist Rabindra, known for his black and white animal
graphics, has teamed with Hollywood shop owner
Charles Croci of Mr. C's to come out with "Wear-aGraphics," styled shirts with reproductions of some
of those famous graphics, for men and women.
There are three styles and many colors available with
a limited number of silkscreened prints rn each group,
signed and numbered by the artist.
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Dual totes for men by Saint Laurent
Yves Saint Laurent has done something else
new... "It's Just Your Style" bag designed "for the
man who doesn't need a hold-everything bag to
cache necessities." It's designed to fold up and fit
into its own handy little matchmgpouch that's packable itself.
And. the duo is accompanied by two ounces each of
YSL cologne and aftershave in plastic containers.

Fashionable animals

Mary Norton, former vice president and director of
marketing for Max Factor and Revlon, has launched
her own mail order company called Marliz which
specializes in a broad range of "How-to" books covering all areas of beauty and fashion.
Her first entries are titled "Encyclopedia of Nail
Beauty" and "48-hour Diet Marvel", priced at $5
each and mav be obtained bv writing to Marliz, Dept
HA-1, Box 2363, Hollywood 90028.

TEMPLE BETH DAIAH *
House of Wisdom
13754 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks
Pre-inflation Membership Rotes
EVERYONE CAN AFFORD
HOLIDAY
MEDITATION
SERVICES

James J. Julian
M.D.Jnc.
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Bausch & Lomb has extended its line of Soflens
UNITED HEBREW
OPEN HOUSES WAYS )f
contact lenses to make them available for more nearSEATING
$0(001
HEP FOR
10 fe 4P.M.
^
sighted people who need strong prescriptions.
ONLY
WITHOUT
BARMITZViHS
784-3914.
J
Spectacles for these people are extremely thick
$25.00 MEMBERSHIP No Restriction
789-S604
*
and heavy, reducing the size of objects seen through
the center of the lenses and distorting them through
** ** *********** *
the outer edges.
Read a view of
In clinical studies of the additional Soflens contact
Hollywood
from the
more than 90 percent of the moderately nearsighted
patients successfully fitted with lenses achieved viinside by
sion equal to or better than with their spectacles.
Marilyn Beck
The contacts also offer normal size image and . d a i l y in the News
t
increased peripheral vision.

\ Hollywood • (213) 654-3684
A Van Nays/Sherman Oaks
^A
(213)995-8486

I want to lose
fbs. but realize that I canot do it
myself. Please send me your FREE BROCHURE that
explains how you will help me.
Send your name & address to 2030 Vine St., Hollywood, Co. 90068
NAME
ADDRESS.
.ZIP.
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You can learn to dance before

Shaped Valance

r ,

Your vacation!

with tie backs.
Fancy top and side treatments

Special Morning Sessions
For Your Beauty Break
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7 4my delivery powlMe, we luive our own w orkrooiau
Includes shaped valance, up to JOO", plus three 1 % W
tie backs and three matching self tie Sands. Special
selection of beautiful fabrics and exciting decorator
colors. Expert installation and hardware at no extra
charge.
Anne also offers:

• 17plM»l0tory
• Carpettag
• Wov«n Woods
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Only a couple of more
weeks, you say? Thai's
plenty ot time to learn the
Arthur Murray way!
In fact, at Arthur
Murray's, you re
. '*"
on your way after f • '
just one hour—even if
you're only a beginner.
Touch dancing is
back-so don t be
backward about
learning it! You'll
find you can dance
with the best of
them-afler just a
short lime at
Arthur Murray's.

SUMMER FUN
SPECIAL
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'Two class
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'OncFREE '
studo party '
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Register Wednesday, August 31 «t 8:00 PM
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